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with application to interactive caustics
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Abstract. Graphics hardware has been developed with image productionin
mind, but current hardware can be exploited for much more general computation.
This paper shows that graphics hardware can perform generalcalculations, which
accelerate the rendering process much earlier than at the latter image generation
stages. An example is given of the real time calculation of refractive caustics.
1 Introduction
There is much more to graphics than meets the eye — the final image is usually the
result of a long series of calculations. Many of these calcultions are not directly related
to images, but are of a general mathematical character.
Graphics hardware has been developed with image productionin mind, but current
hardware allows for much more general computation. This paper considers how far
back along the long series of calculations the graphics hardw re can contribute, and
concludes that it can be used for much more than the image generation operations that
are currently used.
If current hardware — designed for specific lighting effectsrather than general
calculations — is already this powerful, it is well worth considering what the next–
generation hardware might be able to do if pushed in this direction. This paper consid-
ers the limitations of current hardware and discusses potential improvements that could
greatly accelerate a more general set of calculations commonly used in graphics.
The paper’s contributions are (a) to show how general calcultions can be done
with current hardware, to evaluate the shortcomings, and tosuggest improvements for
the future, and (b) to show one example of such a calculation,that of refractive caustics
on a pool bottom due to light passing through a time–varying surface.
The paper shows that a time–varying heightfield can be interactively created, and
that the refraction, scattering, absorption, and integration of light from this surface can
be calculated to render the refractive caustics at the bottom of the pool in real–time.
The real–time computation of realistic caustics is an interesting problem in itself as
computing specular lighting in dynamic environments can becomputationally expen-
sive. This is the first example of real–time refractive caustic generation.
2 Related Work
2.1 Hardware Rendering
There are many examples of lighting effects that have been computed with algorithms in
hardware, but few examples of other types of calculations. What follows is a summary
of recent hardware–based calculations.
Heidrich has detailed methods to implement a wider variety of reflection models
using multi–pass methods on existing hardware [10, 12, 14],and has discussed the
more flexible parabolic parameterization of environment maps [10, 13] which allows
multiple viewing directions. His general approach is similar to the approach in this
paper: A set of carefully chosen mathematical operations cabe combined in order to
make a much broader range of calculations.
McCool and Heidrich suggest some basic operations which could be implement-
ed in hardware to support a flexible per–vertex lighting model [10, 19]. Heidrich al-
so shows how specifying a normal map permits the efficient calcul tion Blinn–Phong
lighting using only the imaging part of the graphics pipelin.
In the same spirit, Heidrich also suggests a decoupling of illum nation from surface
geometry [10, 11]. In this scheme, geometry information is coded into texture maps
which treats the texture as a mathematical object rather than a visual one.
Miné and Neyret [20] synthesize procedural textures with graphics hardware using
OpenGL. They consider a specific case, and map the Perlin noise function into OpenGL.
Haeberli and Segal [6] show how texture mapping can be used toimplement a num-
ber of effects, from anti–aliasing to volume rendering. Used in these manners, texture
mapping can be thought of as a transfer function between geometry and image space.
In an application which is suggestive of the possibility of using graphics hardware
to do more general mathematical calculations, Heidrich [15] shows how the line integral
convolutions of a vector field introduced by Cabralet al. [4] and further developed by
Stalling and Hege [22] can be fully implemented in current hardware. Although a line
integral is a general mathematical operation, this research was originally focussed on
thevisualizationof the vector field, rather than the merits of performing the calculation
itself in hardware. It is exactly this avenue that the present paper explores — more
generalized mathematical calculations.
Recently there has been substantial interest in mapping generalshadingoperations
to graphics hardware. Shading language compilers have beenproposed [7, 21] which
treat graphics hardware as a SIMD machine and OpenGL as an assembly language.
Several researchers have used graphics hardware for mathemtical calculations that
are unconnected with image synthesis. Hoffet al. [16] leveragez buffering capabili-
ties to calculate Voronoi diagrams, Lengyelet al. [18] perform real–time robot motion
planning using rasterizing hardware, and Bohn [3] interprets a rectangle of pixels as a
four dimensional vector function to do computation on a Kohonen feature map.
2.2 Refractive Caustics
Stam [23] used a probabilistic approach and the wave theory of light to calculate caus-
tics from a randomly varying surface which is correlated in time. The textures are
calculated offline, and then rendered in sequence to animatethem. This is appropriate
for situations which are non–interactive and in which the viwer is unable to correlate
the refracting surface with the refracted caustic.
Arvo [1] used backward ray tracing to calculate the positionof photons emitted
from a light source incident on an object in a scene. Interestingly, he treats texture
maps as data structures by using them to accumulate illumination.
Heckbert and Hanrahan [9] leveraged the spatial coherence of polygonal objects by
reflecting and refracting beams from the visible surfaces inthe view frustum, starting
at the eye point. The reverse approach was taken up by Watt [26], who calculated the
caustics on the bottom of a swimming pool using backward beamtr cing.
Both Watt’s approach [26] and Heckbert and Hanrahan’s approach would involve
rendering multiple polygons and blending them in order to create the refractive caustic,
which would require on the order ofn passes if the surface was composed ofn poly-
gons. This is a result of their discretization. In the present paper, we avoid this problem
by making a continuous approximation to the spreading of light after refraction, which
leads to an integral that can be discretized.
All the work discussed in Section 2.2 is neither interactive, nor achieved using
hardware–based rendering.
3 Mathematical Capabilities of Graphics Hardware
Modern raster graphics implementations typically have a number of buffers with a depth
of 32 bits per pixel or more. In the most general setting, eachpixel can be considered
to be a data element upon which the graphics hardware operates. This allows a single
graphics language instruction to operate on multiple data as in SIMD machine.
Since the bits associated with each pixel can be allocated toone to four components,
a raster image can be interpreted as a scalar or vector valuedfunction defined on a dis-
crete rectangular domain in thexy plane. The luminance value of a pixel can represent
the value of the function while the position of the pixel in the image represents the po-
sition in thexy plane. Alternatively, anRGB or RGBA image can represent a three or
four dimensional vector field defined over a subset of the plane.
The beauty of this kind of interpretation is that operationsan image are highly
parallelized and calculations on entire functions or vector fields can be performed very
quickly in graphics hardware.
One of the drawbacks of current hardware is that only limitedprecision can be ex-
pected due to the limited depth of the buffers. The other major drawback is the lack
of signed arithmetic, which leads to much effort in choosingscaling and biasing coef-
ficients to simulate signed arithmetic. This is particularly t oublesome as the rendering
pipeline clamps the element values to[0; 1℄ in a number of places.
3.1 Imaging Pipeline
For concreteness, the functionality of OpenGL 1.2 and some of its experimental ex-
tensions will be considered. The functions mentioned are all in the rasterization and
per–fragment areas of the pipeline, and are performed by moving rectangles of pixels
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Fig. 1. OpenGl 1.2 imaging pipeline (top) and pixel transfer section (bottom)
TheScaling and biasingoperation provides a linear transformation,colour tables
provide arbitrary functions of one variable, acolour matrixprovides affine transforma-
tions, and adiscrete convolutiongives a mechanism for approximating some integrals.
These operations are found in the imaging subset of OpenGL 1.2. [27]
Pixel texturing[17] is part of the per–fragment operations, and performs a mapping
between a domain and range of up to four dimensions each. Thisprovides the ability to
implement a large class of functions. While this extension is ot part of OpenGL 1.2, it
exists on several SGI renderers, and equivalent functionality is becoming available on
consumer level graphics hardware.
Blending is also part of the per–fragment operations, and provides a mechanism
for calculating the product, sum, or difference of functions defined on a rectangular
two–dimensional domain.
3.2 Mathematical Operations
General mathematical operations can be built on the hardware capabilities described in
the previous section. The mathematical operations detailed below are all used in the
refractive caustic demonstration.
Of the possible operations:convolutionswith limited kernels can be computed di-
rectly; derivativesof height fields can be computed either by convolution [27] orby
blending in the accumulation buffer [2];height field normalscan be computed using
pixel texturing to normalize the height field derivatives; and dot productsof a vector
field with up to four constant vectors can be computed by the colour matrix. More ex-
tensive support for dot products can be found in recent hardwe, such as in the NVIDIA
register combiner architecture [5].
In order to implementsigned arithmeticand avoid clamping, functions must be
scaled and biased into the range[0; 1℄. Since clamping always occurs afterCL3, BLEND,
and prior to enabled colour lookupsCLx (see Fig. 1), all values must be properly scaled
and biased by the end (respectively beginning) of these operations.
Let ef represent a functionf that has been scaled and biased:ef =  f + . Such a
function is said to have beenadjusted.
Although proper scaling and biasing requires one to know theapproximate bounds
of computation beforehand, this is a situation which alwaysexists in computing as
all datatypes are finite. It is a somewhat less restrictive issue when the datatype can
accommodate a wider range of values but overflow and underfloware always potentially
problematic.
In what follows, it is shown how to perform basic arithmetic operations on functions
and constants such that the result is correctly adjusted. (The distinction between func-
tions and constants is made because constants are often fastr to use in the hardware
pipeline.) In some cases, the procedure differs slightly depending on the location of the
data — framebuffer or main memory.
Sums and Differences. To sum an adjusted function,ef with an unadjusted constant,, the programmer must pre–multiply by the same scale factor which was applied to
the function: ℄f +  =  (f + ) +  =  f +  +   = ef +  :
To perform this in hardware, it is sufficient to set the bias to  at some point in the
pipeline and to sendef through the pipeline.
In summing two functions,ef which is adjusted andg which is not, we have the
same equation: ℄f + g = ef +  g:
To perform this operation, we must scaleg by  and use additive blending. The scal-
ing can be done at one of the scale and bias points, org can be scaled by a constant
user–specified value in the blend equation. Subtraction works the same way with a
subtractive blending function.
If both quantities,ef andeg, are already adjusted, we sum them as follows:℄f + g = (f + g) +  = f +  + g +     = ef + eg   :
Thus must be subtracted from the sum either before or after additive blending, or
must be added to the difference after subtractive blending.
The sum and difference of vector functions works in the same manner, except all
components must be scaled or biased equally.
Products. Multiplication of an adjusted functionef by a constant is done as follows:ff =  ( f) +  =   f +  +      =  ef + (1  ) :
This can be done by blendingef with a pixel rectangle of constant value using blend
factors and1  , or by scaling and biasingef by  and(1  ).
This technique also works for vector functions. Each colourcomponent of the con-
stant can be independently modified so as to scale the components of the vector field by
different amounts, if wanted.
Multiplication of an adjusted functionef by an unadjusted scalar functiong can be
achieved in a similar manner. Again we haveffg = g ef + (1  g) :
Assuming thatef is in theRGB components of the pixel rectangle and thatg is in the
ALPHA component (which can always be achieved) then a blend as above with a source
blend factor ofALPHA and a destination blend factor of (1 –ALPHA) achieves the proper
result.
The final case is the multiplication of two adjusted scalar functions,ef andeg. This
is performed using the following equation:ffg =  fg + =  fg + (f + g) + 2    (f + g)  2 + = 1 (2 fg +  (f + g) + 2)   (  (f + g) +    )= 1 ( ef  eg)   (^(f + g)  ):
Multiplication of two adjusted functions in this manner is quite expensive, requiring
three passes through the pipeline.
4 Refractive Caustics
This section demonstrates a general calculation using the graphics hardware. Refractive
caustics will be computed on the bottom plane of a square pondwith a time–varying
surface height field, as shown in Figure 1 (see Appendix).
Consider light incident on a particular point on the surface, arriving from direction
L̂ i . The directionbL t of transmitted light is given by Snell’s Law [24]:bL t = nint L̂ i +   bN; where   = nint os i   os t; (1)
whereni andnt are the absolute indices of refraction in air and water, respectively,bN
is the surface normal, andi andt are the angles of incidence and transmission with
respect tobN. Each ofbN; L̂ i ; andbL t is normalized.
If Li Æ(   i) is the radiance incident on some infinitesimal surface, thenir-
radiance or flux density at the surface is given byLi os i. Let Lt Æ(   t) be the
transmitted radiance. ThenLt os t is the transmitted flux density or exitance, and the
ratio between the exitance and the irradiance, averaged over p larizations, is given by
the Fresnel transmission coefficientT [8]:T (i) = 2 ntos tnios i   nios inios i + ntos t 2 +  nios intos i + nios t 2! :
The effect of multiple scattering in the forward direction is empirically modelled by
a Gaussian distribution in angle aboutbL t . This Gaussian models the effect of scattering
throughout the volume; any scattering that ends up sending light in a forward direc-
tion (including photons that backscatter and then reverse di ection to go forward, even
multiple times) is taken into account in this model:L( bP)  exp( a(1  (bL t  bP)2)):
Above,L(bP) is the radiance in (normalized) directionbP anda is a coefficient propor-
tional to the density of particulate matter, which is dependent on the rate of absorption
and multiple backscattering.
Attenuation due to absorption is modelled asL( d )  exp( " d);
whereL( d ) is the radiance at distanced travelled by the light and" is theextinction co-
efficient, which is dependent on the absorption and total backscatterin the volume. This
type of extinction occurs when the absorption probability is constant with position [24].
Let Ls be the radiance of the point source, which is assumed to be very distant
from the surface. Then the incident directionL̂ i is constant over the surface. Assuming
that the surface is nowhere self–shadowing, the irradianceo the bottom plane can be
calculated in this model by integrating over the surface of the air–water boundary. If
we assume that the bottom plane is perfectly diffuse, and that light reflected from this
plane isnot absorbed by the transmission medium and not reflected from the surface
boundary, then this is the image on the plane that would be seen by a viewer in the
transmission medium.
Let (x0; y0; d) be some point on the plane at which the irradiance is to be calculat-
ed. Let~P be the vector from the surface point(x; y; h(x; y)) to the point(x0; y0; d).
Let bP = ~P=k~Pk. Then at the point(x0; y0; d) the irradiance is given byE = Ls Z
 T (i) os i(bPz) exp( a(1  (bL t  bP)2)) exp( "k~Pk) dx dy: (2)
Evaluation of this integral at discrete points on the bottomplane yields an image of the
caustic induced by the height field.
4.1 Discretization and Approximation
The problem to be solved is to evaluate equation (2), which gives the irradiance on the
planez =  d. To do so, the integral must be discretized, and a number of approxima-
tions must be made in order to achieve real–time performance: The surface is represented by a height fieldh which is a discrete sampling of the
continuous surface. It is represented as a texture map~h of values in the range[0; 1℄ with 0.5 representing the zero–height of the surface. The normal bNi;j athi;j is the normal to the plane passing throughhi;j , hi+1;j , andhi;j+1, and is
computed with finite differences, then normalized with a lookup table. The Fresnel transmission coefficientT (ni; nt; os i; os t) is discretized as a
function ofos i and evaluated with a lookup table. This is possible sinceos t
is a function ofos i, andni; nt are constant. In the same manner, the  term in equation 1 is discretized as a function of s i
and evaluated with a lookup table.
Since the imaging pipeline has the ability to perform convoluti ns, the integral of
equation (2) can be approximated efficiently by phrasing it as a convolution and lever-
aging the efficiency of the hardware. However, in order to do so, the integrand must be
separable, i.e. the integral must be expressed as
R f(x; y) g(x  x0; y   y0) dx dy so
thatg can be used as a convolution kernel applied tof . Noting that a product of func-
tions is separable if and only if each function in the productis separable, and recalling
the terms in the integrand of equation (2), we have the following components: Sincei =  L̂ i  bN and bN is a function ofh(x;y)x and h(x;y)y ; T = T (x; y) is
trivially separable. Similarly,i = i(x; y), andos i is trivially separable. We make the approximationd  h(x; y) so that d   h(x; y)   d. Thenexp( "k~Pk) and bPz become functions of(x0   x; y0   y) and are both trivially
separable.
Finally, an approximation is needed for the Gaussian,exp( a(1  (bL t  bP)2)): We
use an exponentiated cosine,(bL t  bP)n. Keeping the terms to first order inbL tx andbL ty
in the multinomial expansion for(bL t  bP)n gives(bL t  bP)n  (bL tzbPz)n 1(bL tzbPz + n(bL txbPx) + n(bL tybPy));
which is most accurate forbL tz  bL tx; bL ty. SincebL t is a function of(x; y) andbP is a
function of(x0   x; y0   y) under the approximation above, then the result is the sum
of three separable functions.
Combining these results and discretizing makesL a sum of three convolutions:L1j = LsXXhT (os i) os t (bL tz)n 1 bL tji h(bPz)n bPj exp( "k~Pk)i ;
wherej = x; y; z. The first term in each is the kernel, and the double sum is overthe
size of the kernel.
4.2 Hardware Algorithm
The caustic computation algorithm performs the following step :
Init: Calculate lookup tables, convolution kernels
FOR EACH HEIGHT FIELD IN THE SEQUENCE OF TIME–VARYING HEIGHT FIELDS
Pass 1: CalculatebNij ; vector field of normals to height field
Pass 2: Calculate  bNij , a term need to determinebL t
Pass 3: CalculateLs os i T (os i)
Pass 4: CalculatebL t (bL tz)n 1
Pass 5: Calculate function to be convolved:(Ls os i T (os i))  (bL t (bL tz)n 1)
Pass 6: Convolve function using precomputed kernel
REPEAT
In Pass 1the heightfield normals are calculated by convolving to get th x andy discrete partial derivatives, and then using pixel texturing to look up the associated
normal.
In Pass 2, the adjusted functiong  bN is calculated by multiplying the adjusted func-
tion ebN, by an unadjusted scalar function,  as described in Section 3.2. In order to
achieve this, a pixel rectangle containing the bias value ofthe adjusted function must
first be copied to the framebuffer before blending.
In Pass 3, Ls os i T (os i) is calculated by multiplying an unadjusted function,os iT (os i), by a function,Ls1. Since each of the terms is in the range[0; 1℄, neither
scaling nor biasing is necessary, and the result is an unadjuste function.
In Pass 4, bL t (bL tz)n 1 is calculated by multiplying an adjusted function,ebL t (see Eq.
1), by an unadjusted function,(bL tz)n 1.
In Pass 5, the functionF to be convolved is calculated.F is the product of the
results of Passes 3 and 4 — an adjusted function and an unadjusted f nction.
In Pass 6, the three final convolutions are performed and the results smmed in
order to give the irradiance,E, on the bottom plane.
4.3 Heightfield Generation
This section describes the real time generation of a height field which represents the
surface of the pond. The user can click to create an impulse ata point on the surface (as
though dropping a pebble). Over time, the wave propagates, att nuates, and reflects off
of the pond walls. Multiple waves are possible with multipleimpulses.
Wave heighth is a function of time and distance from the original impulse:h( t; d ) = exp( (f(t)  d)) exp( t) sin(Kd  !t)
wheref(t) is the distance to the wavefront from the original impulse, and are
damping constants,K is the wave number and! the angular frequency. The term
attenuates the wave with distance behind the wavefront, while t e term attenuates it
with time. This is a model of wave propagation in a fluid more viscous than water, but it
may be replaced by any function oft andd without affecting the hardware computation
described below.
1Ls can vary with surface position as in Fig. 2 (see Appendix).
We precompute and store two functions in textures:h( t; d ) andT (u; v). TheT
texture stores distances from the impulse point asT (u; v) =p(u  u)2 + (v   v)2
for (u; v) the center point of the texture. Then the contribution to theheightfield at
position(x; y) due to an impulse at(ix; iy) ish(t; T (x  ix + u; y   iy + v))
This contribution is easily calculated in hardware by first loading the colour map with
one row ofh: h(t; ). Then the appropriate rectangle ofT is copied to the framebuffer.
As the distances ofT pass through the colour map, they are replaced with the corre-
sponding heights. The functionsh andT must of course be scaled and biased to the
range[0; 1℄.
Multiple impulses are treated by accumulating the results of he individual impuls-
es. Reflections off of the pond walls are simulated by placing, for each impulse, four
additional impulses outside of the pond: Each additional impulse is placed at the reflec-
tion of the original impulse through one of the four pond walls. (The dimensions ofT
are four times those of the height field.)
5 Implementation Results
The hardware caustic computation algorithm was implemented i OpenGL on an SGI
Indigo 2 with a High Impact renderer and on an SGI Infinite Reality with an Onyx 2
renderer. A separate, completely software implementationwas also made to validate
the hardware results and to compare frame rates. The causticalgorithms were tested
on sequences of height fields generated by the algorithm of Section 4.3. The resulting
animation can be found at [25].
The Infinite Reality does not support pixel texturing and, despite the documentation
to the contrary, we were unable to enable pixel texturing on the Indigo 2. The pixel
texturing was thus simulated in software.
5.1 Frame Rates
Table 1 reports the frame rates for three configurations: Thehardware implementa-
tion without pixel textures, which gives incorrect images but has times closest to those
likely if pixel texturing were indeed supported, the hardware implementation with soft-
ware pixel textures, which provides a lower bound on the frame rate, and the software
implementation.
The frame rates of Table 1 are those required to generate the rast r images of caus-
tics from raster images of height fields. Running times for heig t field generation on
an Infinite Reality Onyx 2 are 178 frames per second for a128 128 heightfield with
one impulse (plus four reflected impulses), and 64 frames perecond for a256 256
heightfield with three impulses (plus 12 reflected impulses).
From Table 1, it is clear that interactive rates of between 9 ad 15 frames per second
can be achieved on the Infinite Reality for a height field of size256256. On the Indigo
2, the frame rate drops to between three and four frames per second which, while not
interactive, is still reasonable. The software implementation is between 8 and 26 times
slower than the hardware implementation.
Table 1. Frames per second for various configurations of the algorithm on height fields of
size 128  128 and 256  256, using a7  7 convolution kernel. HW/No PT: Hardware
implementation , pixel texturing disabled. HW/SWPT: Hardware implementation with software
pixel texturing. SW: Software implementation. Sizes are inpixels.
Infinite Reality Indigo2
Size HW/No PT HW/SWPT SW HW/No PT HW/SWPT SW128 128 37.9 24.8 2.56 11.9 8.6 1.0256 256 14.9 9.4 0.6 4.2 2.6 0.2
5.2 Correctness
The caustics resulting from one of the more complex height fields were calculated in
both software and hardware in order to compare the numericalvalues of the irradiance.
The software implementation made the same approximations as the hardware imple-
mentation, but the calculations in software were done in floating point so that the loss
of precision due to the limited depth and discretization imposed by the hardware could
be measured. For the height field seen in Fig. 1 (see Appendix), the relative RMS er-
ror between the two caustics was 26%. The height field which was used is clearly not
the the height field in the sequence for which the error is minial, and was chosen to
estimate the worst case bound on the precision error.
6 Discussion
This paper has shown that graphics hardware can be used to perform complex gen-
eral calculations, and has demonstrated an example of the calculation of interactive
caustics. Although the calculation is clearly not as precise a a floating point imple-
mentation, there are many situations where current hardware can be used to make such
calculations. The likelihood of deeper hardware buffers inthe future make this an even
more important area of research, as the number of problems that can be approached
with these techniques will grow.
The calculation of caustics is particularly suitable for animplementation which
lacks precision since visual perception of tones and shadesis much less precise than
for position, for example. There are many problems in which precision is unnecessary
such as initial approximations to mathematical equations,situations where perceptual
acuity is limited due to distance, motion, or lighting conditions, and the description of
natural phenomena that appear to have an element of randomness. G nerally speaking,
when speed of calculation is more important than precision,mathematics on current
graphics hardware can be very useful.
An increase in numerical precision would, of course, extendthe set of problems
amenable to this treatment. The implementation of floating point operations in graphics
hardware, for example, would greatly enhance the applicability of graphics math. With
or without floating point calculations, deeper buffers would increase numerical preci-
sion but at the cost of bandwidth. In addition, in lieu of fullfloating point, a floating
point scale and bias prior to the initial quantization to framebuffer resolution would
allow for increased dynamic range.
The approximations necessary to implement caustic generation in hardware provide
a good clue as to the features which would improve such computations. The most
significant approximations involved integration as current hardware is equipped with
only a relatively small convolution kernel for implementing this operation. Certainly
larger kernels would increase the applicability of this method, but larger kernels are
likely to reduce performance, and the size of the kernel is only part of the difficulty:
in order to implement integration as convolution, the integrand must be separable. To
ease this restriction, operations on the kernel during the convolution would be useful,
especially after the multiplication operation and before th summation.
Any reduction of clamping in the pipeline would also be beneficial. A ‘wrap-around
mode’ for table lookups would allow for modular arithmetic,for example, and currently
a lookup causes all the colour components to be clamped, evenif they aren’t used for
the lookup, which could be prevented. Lookups are also currently implemented by
quantizing and taking the nearest value in the table. This isquite appropriate for linear
or near–linear functions with small dynamic range, but highly non–linear functions lose
more precision in this algorithm. Interpolation would be a possible remedy to extend
the applicability of lookup tables, but one must be careful not to sacrifice too much
performance.
Although there is currently some capability in OpenGL for conditional execution
such as stencil buffering and min/max functions, extendingthe scope and functionality
of these operations would provide much greater flexibility.This direction has been tak-
en in the register combiner architecture of NVIDIA, where different general combiner
computations are allowed depending on one of the inputs to a combiner stage [5].
Programming the graphics hardware to do general mathematics can be quite tedious,
which suggests that a computational approach might be suitable. Given a set of opera-
tions, software to aid fitting the operations into the pipelin would be quite useful. In
addition, the tedium involved in correctly restricting values to[0; 1℄ could be alleviated
by an expression compiler which, given the types and ranges of the components of an
expression, automatically computes the appropriate scaleand bias. On a larger scale,
one could imagine a ‘graphics compiler’ to analyse both scale and bias and pipeline
fitting, and generate the necessary OpenGL code for the hardware in a similar manner
to the shading language compilers recently proposed [7, 21].
Given the applications of graphics hardware to problems such as artificial intelli-
gence [3], robot path planning [18], computational geometry [16], and now the creation
and rendering of caustics, it is clear that graphics hardware c n be used for much more
general mathematical purposes than for which it was first intended: graphics hardware
is not just for images any more.
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Fig. 2. The water surface/height field is shown in transparent blue,bounded by two white pool
borders in a cutaway view. The angle of the incident light is shown by the yellow arrow. The
resulting caustics appear on the floor plane below the surface.
Fig. 3. The spatially varying surface illumination on the left gives rise to the caustics on the right.
